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Outline 

�  Introduction 

�  The polarized RHIC collider and the STAR 
experiment 

�  Transverse Single Spin Asymmetries (TSSA) with 
forward detector, Forward Meson Spectrometer 
(FMS) 

�  TSSAs for Jets and  di-hadrons  

�  STAR transverse physics in ongoing transverse run 
at √s = 200 GeV 
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TSSA – two theoretical frameworks 
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Sivers fct. 

 
  

Spin-‐dependent	  transverse	  momentum	  	  
dependent	  (TMD)	  func8on	  ST.(P×kT)	  
       + Collins fragmentation functions 
 
•  Sivers function, Sivers90 
•  Collins function, Collins 93 
•  Gauge invariant definition of  the TMDs: Brodsky, Hwang, 

Schmidt 02; Collins 02 ; Belitsky, Ji, Yuan 02; Boer, Mulders, 
Pijlman, 03 

•  The QCD factorization: Ji, Ma, Yuan, 04; Collins, Metz, 04 

	  	  	  	  	  Twist-‐3	  quark-‐gluon	  correla8ons	  	  
     + Twist three fragmentation functions 
 
 
 
•  Efremov-Teryaev, 82, 84 
•  Qiu-Sterman, 91,98 
•  Kouvaris,Qiu,Vogelsang,Yuan, 06 

 
	  

Efremov, Teryaev; 
Qiu, Sterman 

  

Q ΛQCD QT/PT <<	  <<	  
QT/PT 

Transverse 
momentum 
dependent 

Q>>QT>=ΛQCD 
Q>>pT 

Collinear/ 
twist-3 

Q,QT>>ΛQCD 
pT~Q 

Efremov, Teryaev; 
Qiu, Sterman 

Efremov, Teryaev; 
Qiu, Sterman 
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Need 2 scales 
Q2 and pt 

Remember pp: 
most observables one scale 

Some Exceptions: 
DY, W/Z-production, jet+hadron 

Need only 1 scale 
Q2 or pt 

But  
should be of reasonable size 

should be applicable to  
most pp observables  

AN(π0/γ/jet) 



Sivers vs. Collins 
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Non5zero!asymmetry!from!mul'5parton!
correla'on!func'ons!

e.g.!Qiu!and!Sterman,!PRL!67,!2264!(1991);!PRD!59,!014004!(1998)!

Correlators(closely(related(to(kT(
moments(of(TMDs(

Boer,!Mulders,!Pijlman,!NPB!667,!201!(2003)!

Formalisms"for"Transverse"Single3spin"Asymmetries!

Sivers mechanism: asymmetry!in!
the!forward!jet!or!γ!production 
D.!Sivers,!PRD!41,!83!(1990);!43,!261!(1991)!

Collins mechanism: asymmetry!in!
the!forward!jet!fragmentation 
J.!Collins,!NP!B396,!161!(1993)!

Sensi've!to proton spin– 
parton transverse motion 
correla'ons!(needs!Lz)!

SP 
kT,parton 

p 

p

⟨SP!�!(p"×!kT,parton)"⟩!≠!0! SP 

p 

p

Sq kT,π 

Sensi've!to!
transversity (h1) 

⟨Sq!�!(p"×!kT,π)"⟩!≠!0!

π±"KinemaEc"Variables"
z = pπ / pjet!

jT (kT, π) = π pT rela've!to!jet!axis!

↑p ↑p ↑p

p p p

π π π

Y.!Koike,!RSC!Discussion!(2004)!

Transverse"Momentum"Dependent"(TMD)"PDFs"and"FFs"

Collinear"Twist33"PDFs"and"FFs"

3!Transverse!Polariza'on!Structure!at!STAR!5!Drachenberg!
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RHIC : the world’s first and the only polarized 
proton collider 
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AGS LINAC 
BOOSTER 

  Polarized Source 

  200 MeV Polarimeter 

Hydrogen Jet Polarimeter 

PHENIX 

STAR 

Siberian Snakes 

Siberian Snakes 

 Spin Flipper 

 Carbon Polarimeters 

  RF Dipole  AGS Internal Polarimeter 

AGS pC Polarimeter 

Strong Snake 

Tune Jump Quads 
Helical Partial Snake 

Spin Rotators 
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STAR detector in cross view 
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BEMC 

EEMC FMS 
FPD TPC 

BBC ZDC ZDC 

VPD VPD 
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STAR at forward rapidity 
�  Forward Meson Spectrometer(FMS), Forward Pre-

Shower Detector (FPS, we have for 2015) 

�  Event topology dependent of   TSSA 

�  Measurements from 2011 transverse data at √s = 
500GeV  :    

   ---- AN  for electromagnetic jets  

   ---- AN for inclusive neutral pions 
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FPD EM Calorimeter 
Small cells only
Two 7x7 arrays

Forward Meson Spectrometer (FMS)  : 
-- Pb glass EM calorimeter covering 2.5< η <4.0 
-- Detect 𝜋0,η, direct photons and jet-like events in the kinematic region where transverse 
spin asymmetries are known to be large. 
  Forward Preshower Detector  in front of  FMS in 2015 for direct photon detection  

FMS Pb Glass EM Calorimeter  
pseudo-rapidity 2.7<η<4.0  
Small cells: Outer cells:  
3.81x3.81 cm 5.81 x 5.81 cm  

Forward ECAL in STAR 
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Forward Meson Spectrometer (FMS)  : 
-- Pb glass EM calorimeter covering 2.5< η <4.0 
-- Detect 𝜋0,η, direct photons and jet-like events in the kinematic region where transverse 
spin asymmetries are known to be large. 
  Forward Preshower Detector  in front of  FMS in 2015 for direct photon detection  

FMS Pb Glass EM Calorimeter  
pseudo-rapidity 2.7<η<4.0  
Small cells: Outer cells:  
3.81x3.81 cm 5.81 x 5.81 cm  

Forward ECAL in STAR 
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FMS+FPS 
(2015) 



Large TSSA  at forward rapidity 
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was 56%. The cross-section for !0 is consistent with a perturbative QCD prediction, and the "/!0

cross-section ratio agrees with previous mid-rapidity measurements. For 0.55 < xF < 0.75, AN for
" (0.210 ± 0.056) is 2.2 standard deviations larger than AN for !0 (0.081 ± 0.016).

A well known prediction of collinearly factorized per-
turbative Quantum Chromodynamics (pQCD) is that the
cross-section for forward meson production in proton-
proton collisions should have negligible dependence on
the transverse polarization of the incident proton [1].
This early prediction was contradicted by measurements
[2–6] of sizable pion transverse single-spin asymmetries
(AN ), defined for a forward moving polarized beam scat-
tering to the left and with a vertical spin quantization
axis as

AN !
!! " !"

!! + !"
. (1)

In order to explain the large asymmetries, several ex-
tensions of the pQCD collinear framework have been pro-
posed. These approaches take into account the possi-
ble spin-dependent transverse components of parton mo-
mentum (Sivers e!ect [7]), the possible spin-dependent
fragmentation of a scattered polarized parton (Collins
e!ect [8]), or higher-twist e!ects where transverse mo-
menta related to the previous approaches are included
in the hard scattering term of a collinear calculation [9–
11]. A wide range of high energy polarized experiments,
both nucleon-nucleon [12–14] and lepton-nucleon [15–18],
have been performed to characterize the kinematic and
process dependences of the asymmetries, and in the case
of the latter, to directly test these approaches.
For more than 20 years, we have known that the trans-

verse asymmetries in forward pion production depend
critically on the isospin projection (I3) of the produced
mesons relative to that of the parent hadron. In proton
scattering experiments, the asymmetry for the "# me-
son, which contains a down quark and an anti-up quark,
has the opposite sign relative to the asymmetries for the
"+ and "0 mesons, produced from the predominant up
quarks.
In this paper, we report for the first time at

#
s =

200 GeV the transverse single-spin asymmetry for the #
meson, another member of the pseudo-scalar octet that
has the same isospin projection as the "0 (I3 = 0). We
note that the FNAL-E704 collaboration previously found
a large AN for the # for Feynman-x (longitudinal momen-
tum of the observed particle divided by the beam energy)
> 0.4 at

#
s = 19.4 GeV [19]. In addition, we report the

di!erential cross-section for # production in the region
where the spin asymmetry is measured.
Leading-twist collinear pQCD has been successful in

describing a wide range of unpolarized cross-section mea-
surements at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC),

! Deceased

from "0 at forward rapidity [20, 21], to "0 [22–25],
# [25–27], "±/K± [28], and jets [29] at mid-rapidity.
Such agreement is considered a strong indicator that the
given process can be interpreted within the framework of
pQCD. Therefore, the comparison between the unpolar-
ized cross-section and the leading-twist collinear pQCD
prediction becomes the basis on which to apply the afore-
mentioned theoretical extensions to the associated trans-
verse spin e!ects.

For forward "0 production, recent STAR measure-
ments of the cross-section are consistent with next-to-
leading-order (NLO) pQCD calculations in the same re-
gion where a large transverse spin asymmetry is found
[20, 21]. However, these results do not cover the large
Feynman-x (xF ) region where the acceptance for the #
decaying into two photons becomes large. In this paper,
we have extended the analysis of the "0 cross-section and
AN to xF of 0.75, where its spin asymmetry and cross-
section can be directly compared to those of the # mesons.

The data were taken with the STAR Forward Pion De-
tector (FPD). The FPD is a modular lead glass calorime-
ter located at forward rapidity in the STAR interac-
tion region at RHIC at Brookhaven National Labora-
tory. Two modules were placed on either side of the
beam line, covering the pseudorapidity region from ap-
proximately 3.3 to 4.0. Each module contained 49 cells
(glass blocks approximately 18 radiation lengths deep),
forming a 7 $ 7 square array. The data were collected
in 2006 with transversely polarized proton beams and
an integrated luminosity of % 6.3 pb#1. The average
polarization was (56.0± 2.6)% for the beam facing the
FPD. As AN is a single spin observable, the spin state
of the second beam (with (55.0± 2.6)% polarization) was
integrated over for the AN at positive xF . At negative
xF , the spin state of the first beam was integrated over.
Events were recorded only when the total ADC count in
either of the two modules was greater than a fixed thresh-
old, which was nominally equivalent to 30 GeV. Photons
reconstructed within a quarter of a cell from the detector
edge were discarded. Only those events with exactly two
reconstructed photons were analyzed, with the resulting
loss of yield corrected for the cross-section measurement.
The STAR Beam Beam Counter (BBC) on the away side
was used to reject the single-beam background. The near
side BBC was not required to produce a signal, as most of
the analyzed events already had more than half the beam
energy deposited in the FPD. The e"ciency for the away
side BBC condition was estimated to be (93± 4)% for all
non-singly di!ractive events based on previous analyses
[30].

The xF coverage of the previous analysis of AN ("0)

agreement with perturbative QCD model calculations that identify orbital motion of quarks and gluons

within the proton as the origin of the spin effects. Results for the pT dependence at fixed xF are not

consistent with these same perturbative QCD-based calculations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.101.222001 PACS numbers: 13.88.+e, 13.85.Ni, 12.38.Qk

The production of particles with high transverse mo-
mentum from polarized proton collisions at high energies
is sensitive to the quark (q) and gluon (g) spin structure of
the proton. Perturbative QCD (pQCD) calculations are
used to interpret spin observables when they can explain
measured cross sections. The goal of measuring spin ob-
servables is to understand how the proton gets its spin from
its q; g constituents.

One challenge to theory has been to understand the
azimuthal asymmetry of particles produced in collisions
of transversely polarized protons, known as analyzing
power (AN) or transverse single-spin asymmetry. With
vertical polarization, nonzero AN corresponds to a left-
right asymmetry of the produced particles. Sizable AN

are not expected in collinear pQCD at leading twist due
to the chiral properties of the theory [1]. Nonetheless, large
AN are observed for inclusive pion production in p" ! p
collisions over a broad range of collision energies (

!!!
s

p
) [2–

6] and in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS)
from transversely polarized proton targets [7]. These ob-
servations have prompted extensions to pQCD that intro-
duce transverse momentum dependence (TMD) correlated
with the spin degree of freedom. For example, AN could be
generated by spin-correlated TMD fragmentation if there is
transverse q polarization in a transversely polarized proton
(‘‘Collins effect’’) [8]. This mechanism was considered to
be suppressed for p" ! p ! !! X until recently [9,10].
Spin-correlated TMD distribution functions (‘‘Sivers func-
tions’’) [11,12] can explain large AN [13]. These functions
describe parton orbital motion within the proton, and thus
are important for understanding the structure of the proton.

Although Sivers functions are extracted from SIDIS
results, there is no proof [14] that they factorize in pQCD
calculations of p" ! p ! !! X. A factorized framework
involving twist-3 qg correlators has been introduced [15]
and has successfully described [16] previous AN results
[4,6] for p" ! p ! !! X. Of relevance to both ap-
proaches is a transverse momentum (kT) that is integrated
over in inclusive processes. This kT is intrinsic parton
motion in the Sivers functions and its average is related
to the inverse proton radius. Large kT is where qg corre-
lators are expected to provide a robust framework. Small
kT is where Sivers functions are expected to be applicable.
Intermediate kT values yield the same results in the two
approaches, because moments of the Sivers functions are
found to be related to the qg correlators [17,18].

Both theoretical frameworks [13,16] predict that AN will
increase as the longitudinal momentum (pL) of the pion
increases, usually given by the Feynman x, xF " 2pL=

!!!
s

p
.

Both frameworks predict that, at fixed xF, AN will decrease
with increasing transverse momentum (pT), for pT >
1:2 GeV=c.
Analyzing powers in the hadroproduction of pions have

been measured before, and typically show a strong increase
as xF increases [2–6]. Virtually no previous experimental
results exist for the dependence of AN on pT at fixed xF.
For

!!!
s

p # 20 GeV, the cross sections are at least 10 times
larger than pQCD calculations for xF values where AN is
sizable [19]. This led to the suggestion that beam fragmen-
tation, the dissociation of the polarized proton by the
unpolarized target, was responsible for the spin effects,
and the expectation that at sufficiently large pT these spin
effects would vanish. At

!!!
s

p " 200 GeV, inclusive ! cross
sections at central and forward rapidity are found to be in
agreement with pQCD calculations above pT $ 2 GeV=c,
and are included with world data for ! production from
e!e% collisions, SIDIS, and other p! p collider results in
a global analysis of fragmentation functions [20]. AN that
increase with xF are found at

!!!
s

p " 200 GeV [6,21,22], but
both precision measurements and the determination of the
dependence on pT have, until now, been missing.
In this Letter, we report precision measurements of the

xF dependence and first measurements of the pT depen-
dence of AN at fixed xF for p" ! p ! !0 ! X at

!!!
s

p "
200 GeV. The experiment has been performed at the
Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC (STAR) [23] at the
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at Brookhaven National
Laboratory. The experiment was performed using verti-
cally polarized colliding beams. Asymmetries are formed
from yields measured with left-right symmetrical detec-
tors, tagged by the polarization direction of one beam and
summing over the polarization of the other beam. Positive
xF is probed by considering polarization of the beam head-
ing towards the detectors and negative xF is probed by
considering polarization of the beam heading away from
the detectors.
Measurements were carried out with a modular electro-

magnetic calorimeter, known as the forward pion detector
(FPD), positioned at large pseudorapidity [" "
% ln&tan#=2']. The h"i " 4:0 results, and some h"i "
3:7 results, reported here were obtained in the 2003
(2005) run having integrated luminosity Lint " 0:25 pb%1

(0:1 pb%1) and average beam polarization Pb $ 35%
(50%). h"i " 3:3 and most of the h"i " 3:7measurements
were performed in the 2006 run, which resulted in Lint "
6:8 pb%1 with Pb $ 55%. In the 2006 run, 111 of the 120
possible bunches of both RHIC rings, called ‘‘Blue’’ and
‘‘Yellow,’’ were filled with protons having predetermined

PRL 101, 222001 (2008) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

28 NOVEMBER 2008

222001-3

Inclusive π0 production 

xF = 2pZ/√s 

PLB,261,201(1991) 
PRL,101,222001(2008) 
PRD,90,012006(2014) 

1 June 2015 STAR Collaboration Meeting 14

Transverse Asymmetries A
N

Steve Heppelmann – CIPANP 2012

s1/2=200 GeV and 500 GeV show 
same rise of A

N
 vs. x

F
 as lower s1/2 

measurements

Collins, Sivers, Twist-3 suggest A
N
~1/p

T

Flat P
T
-dependence observed and 

raises the question as to what causes it

²  	  Rising	  AN	  with	  XF	  
²  AN	  nearly	  independent	  of	  √s	  
²  No	  evidence	  of	  fall	  in	  AN	  with	  

increasing	  PT	  	  
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•  More isolated pions have greater AN than those with nearby energy deposits 
•  Pion AN is therefore event-topology dependent 

Event topology dependency AN  



EM-Jet characteristics 
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htemp
Entries  187224
Mean    3.536
RMS     1.771

no. photons
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20000

30000

40000
htemp

Entries  187224
Mean    3.536
RMS     1.771

nTowersj {energyj>60&&energyj<80}

EM-Jet Energy 60-80 GeV
htemp

Entries  29185
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EM-Jet Energy 60-80 GeV
<0.8, no. phootns = 2aaZ

²  2-photon jets are mostly π0 

²  Events with more than 2 photons show jet-
like energy flow γγ	  invariant	  mass	  2-‐photon	  EM-‐jets	  	  

dE/ΔR	  distribuEon	  of	  	  EM-‐Jets	  	  

EM-‐Jet	  Energy	  60-‐80	  GeV	  
Z	  γγ	  <0.8,	  no.	  photons	  =2	  
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 s
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le
) p+p	  √s	  =	  500	  GeV	  transverse	  datasets	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Jet	  algorithm	  :	  anE-‐kt	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  R-‐parameter	  :	  0.7	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  pT

EM-‐Jet
	  >	  2.0	  GeV/c	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  photons	  with	  pT	  >	  	  0.001	  GeV/c	  	  
Leading	  EM-‐Jets	  :	  	  	  
MulE-‐photon	  Jets	  with	  highest	  	  energy	  
2.8<ηEM-‐Jet<4.0	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  40	  GeV	  <	  EnergyEM-‐Jet	  <	  100	  GeV	  
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ΔR	  jet,	  photon	   
dE

/Δ
R	  

 



AN vs. EM-Jet Energy 
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²  Isolated	  π0’s	  have	  large	  asymmetries	  consistent	  with	  previous	  observaEon	  
(CIPANP-‐2012	  	  Steven	  Heppelmann)	  	  

hbps://indico.triumf.ca/contribuEonDisplay.pycontribId=349&sessionId=44&confId=1383	  

²  Asymmetries	  for	  “jeher”	  	  (event complexity) 	  events	  are	  much	  smaller	  

EM-Jet Energy (GeV)
40 50 60 70 80 90

NA

0

0.02

0.04

 > 0)
F

-Jets (x0/

 <0)
F

-Jets (x0/

 > 0)
F

EM-Jets (x

 < 0)
F

EM-Jets (x

 > 0)
F

>0.3 (x
aa

2-photon-Jets-m

Graph

 = 500GeVs  @ Bp+p
 > 2.0 GeV/c

T
EMJetp

 < 4.0EMJetd2.8 < 

STAR Preliminary

π0-‐Jets	  –	  
2γ-‐EM-‐Jets	  	  with	  
	  	  	  	  	  mγγ	  <0.3	  
	  	  	  	  	  Zγγ	  <0.8	  
	  
2γ-‐EM-‐Jets	  (η	  +	  con8nuum)	  –	  
	  with	  mγγ	  >	  0.3	  	  
	  
EM-‐Jets	  –	  	  
with	  no.	  photons	  >2	  
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AN for different # photons in EM-Jets 
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EM-Jet Energy = 40-60 GeV                              60-80 GeV                                       80-100 GeV no. photons =  1                  2                       3                     4                   5

²  1-photon events, 
which include a large 
π0 contribution in 
this analysis, are 
similar to 2-photon 
events 

²  Three-photon jet-like 
events have a clear 
non-zero asymmetry, 
but substantially 
smaller than that for 
isolated π0’s 

²  AN decreases as the 
event complexity 
increases (i.e., the 
"jettiness”) 

²  AN for #photons >5 
is similar to that 
#photons = 5 
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AN with mid-rapidity activities 

�  Case-I   : having no central jet 

�  Case-II  : having a central jet  
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η = 1.09,2.0 

η = 2.6-4.2 

BEMC EEMC 
FMS 

η = -1.0,1.0 

Central EM  Jets forward EMJets 

towers	  (BEMC+EEMC)	  :	  	  
	  anE-‐kT,	  R	  =	  0.7,	  pT

EM-‐Jet
	  >	  2.0	  GeV/c,	  	  -‐1.0<ηEM-‐Jet<2.0	  

Leading	  central	  EM-‐Jets	  	  	  :	  	  Jet	  with	  highest	  pT	  
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ΔΦ correlations between forward and central 
EM-Jets 
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²  Correlation is stronger for more N_photon Jets 
²  For higher EMJets energy, correlation grows stronger 
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AN for correlated central jets and no central jet cases 
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²  Asymmetries for the forward isolated π0  are low when there is a correlated away-side jet.  
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Asymmetries for π0 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of di-photon mass with 38 GeV < E!! < 43 GeV, 2.8 < ! < 4.0 and energy
sharing Z!! < 0.8 (Z!! = |E1 ! E2|/E!!). Grey area: signal region; Shaded area: sidebands.

by QCD theory in which !0 emerges as a result of 2 ! 2 partonic hard-scattering73

there must be other potential sources that generate the observed isolated !0 with74

large asymmetries. But it should be pointed out that here the reconstructed jet75

is only the electromagnetic component of the full jet. In the future with forward76

detector upgrades at STAR a full jet reconstruction will be possible.77
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Fig. 2. Left: inclusive "0 transverse single spin asymmetries vs xF . Right: compare inclusive "0

AN vs isolated and non-isolated "0 AN .

The pT dependence of inclusive !0 AN can also be used to test theory predictions,78

e.g. from twist-3 expectations AN will always decrease with increasing pT due to79

the nature of higher twist terms. Figure 3 shows AN vs pT for inclusive and isolated80

!0 from two xF bins.81
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Fig. 3. Inclusive !0 AN vs pT . Left: 0.24 < xF < 0.32, Right: 0.32 < xF < 0.40.

2.3. Sivers/Collins asymmetries of jet-like events and !0 in jets82

In the transverse momentum dependent framework the observed asymmetries are83

generated through the Sivers5 and Collins6 mechanism. These theories describe84

processes which involve two scales such as di-jet asymmetries7 and azimuthal asym-85

metries of hadrons within jet8. It has been shown that the Sivers function is related86

to twist-3 parton distribution function via an integral relation3, and there exists87

a similar relation between Collins function and twist-3 fragmentation functions2.88

With the same dataset STAR has measured asymmetries of forward EMjets and !0
89

azimuthal asymmetries within the EMjet.90

Fig. 4. AN of EMjets containing di!erent number of photons.

Figure 4 shows AN of EMjet constructed by applying anti-kT algorithm with91

R = 0.7 on FMS photons. The asymmetries are plotted for jets having only two92
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•  Isolated π0 tend to have significantly 
la rger asymmetr ies than π0 
associated with jet activities in the 
vicinity. 



Collins asymmetries for π0 relative to jet axis   
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•  Total of Sivers and Collins asymmetries of  EMjet and π0 relative to 
jet axis are found to be insufficient to account for the observed 
inclusive π0 single spin asymmetries. 
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Findings from forward rapidity 

²  Jets with isolated π0 have large asymmetry. 

²  AN decreases as the event complexity increases(i.e., the "jettiness”) 

²  Isolated π0 asymmetries are smaller when there is a correlated EM-
jet at mid-rapidity. 

²  Both of  these dependences raise serious question about how much 
of  the large forward π0  AN comes from 2 à 2 parton scattering 
(diffractive events?). 

²  Total of  Sivers and Collins asymmetries of  EMjet and π0 relative to 
jet axis are found to be insufficient to account for the observed 
inclusive π0 single spin asymmetries. 
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STAR at central rapidity 
�  Asymmetric distributions of di-hadrons (π+ and π- )  

coupling transversity to the so-called “interference fragmentation 
function” (IFF)  in the framework of  collinear factorization  

�  Collins Asymmetry from Jets  

coupling transversity to the transverse-momentum-dependent (TMD) 
Collins FF  
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Interference Fragmentation Function (IFF) 
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Asymmetry with minv  and pT for π+ and π- pairs                               

6/09/15 

•  Significant di-hadron  asymmetries both 
at √s=200GeV and √s=500GeV  

•  Increasing with pT 
•  Enhancement to asymmetry is seen 

around ρ  mass  
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Jets to access Transversity 

Key search in region x (0.1 < x < 0.35) 

�  dependence of  the Collins FF on pion 
transverse momentum (jT) 

�  Collins asymmetry universal? 

�  do these asymmetries evolve with √s? 
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20 pb-1 transversely polarized p+p collisions at √s = 200 GeV  
Average event weighted polarization: 63% 
Anti-kT (R = 0.6) jet reconstruction 
|ηjet| < 1 
Jet pT > 10 GeV/c (xT > 0.1) reduces gluon contamination 
ΔRmin > 0.1 
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200 vs. 500 GeV Comparison 
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•  These measurements coupled with 

the interference fragmentation 
function (IFF) measurements at both 
200 and 500 GeV will provide insight 
into the Q2 evolution and universality 
of  TMD functions. 

 
•  These results could lend sensitivity 

to the size of  potential factorization-
breaking in Collins in p+p. 
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Projections till year 2017  
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•  These measurements coupled with 

the interference fragmentation 
function (IFF) measurements at both 
200 and 500 GeV will provide insight 
into the Q2 evolution and universality 
of  TMD functions. 

 
•  These results could lend sensitivity 

to the size of  potential factorization-
breaking in Collins in p+p. 

 



2015 Rich Transverse physics  data 
with STAR forward upgrades 
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STAR future measurements 

6/09/15 

Observable without fragmentation func. :   Drell-Yan, W± /Z, jets, direct photons 

measurementsγdirect measurements 
 as a test of twist-3 framework  
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SiversDIS = - Sivers (DY or W or Z) 
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very difficult to measure experimentally. The nuclear effects on AN may shed important light on the 
strong interaction dynamics in nuclear collisions.  While the theoretical approaches based on CGC 
physics predict that hadronic AN should decrease with increasing size of the nuclear target 
[78,79,80] (see Figure 4-24), some approaches based on perturbative QCD factorization predict that 
AN would stay approximately the same for all nuclear targets [81]. The asymmetry AN for prompt 
photons is also important to measure. The contribution to the photon AN from the Sivers effect [82] 
is expected to be non-zero, while the contributions of the Collins effect [83] and of the CGC-
specific odderon-mediated contributions [ 84] to the photon AN are expected to be suppressed 
[79,85].  Clearly experimental data on polarized proton-nucleus collisions is desperately needed in 
order to distinguish different mechanisms for generating the single spin asymmetry AN in nuclear 
and hadronic collisions. 
Figure 4-25 clearly shows that the requested statistics of 40 pb-1 and 300 nb-1 for p+p and p+Au, 
respectively, are sufficient to measure transverse spin observables in pA. The curves represent the 
theoretical prediction [79] for the suppression of SSA in the nuclear medium. This measurement 
will not only allow to get a handle on the saturation scale, but will also help to understand the 
underlying sub-process leading the big forward SSA in transverse polarized p+p. To distinguish 
further between the different theoretical models predicting a suppression of AN in p+A, it will be 
also essential to measure AN for direct photons. More details about the pre-shower in front of the 
FMS and its performance as well as the capabilities to measure AN for direct photons can be found 
in section 2.1.2. 
 

 

 
 
Figure4-25: The projected statistical and 
systematic uncertainties for the ratio of AN

pA/AN
pp 

measured for S0’s in the STAR FMS for the 
requested transverse p+p and p+A running. The 
colored curves follow Eq. 17 in Ref. [51] 
assuming Qs

p = 1 GeV (solid) and Qs
p = 0.5 GeV 

(dotted) with Qs
A = A1/3 Qs

p. 

 
Access to the generalized parton distribution Eg: “How are the quarks and gluons, and their spins 
distributed in space and momentum inside the nucleon? What is the role of orbital motion of sea 
quarks and gluons in building the nucleon spin?” These are key questions, which need to be 
answered to understand overall nucleon properties like the spin structure of the proton. The 
formalism of generalized parton distributions (GPDs) provide till today the only theoretical 
framework, which allows some answers to the above questions [86]. The experimentally best way 
to constrain GPDs is through exclusive reactions in DIS, i.e., deeply virtual Compton scattering. 
RHIC with its possibility to collide transversely polarized protons with heavy nuclei has world-wide 
the unique opportunity to measure AN for exclusive J/\ in ultra-peripheral pĹ+Au collisions (UPC) 
[58,87]. A non-zero asymmetry would be the first signature of a non-zero GPD E for gluons, which 
is sensitive to spin-orbit correlations and is intimately connected with the orbital angular 
momentum carried by partons in the nucleon and thus with the proton spin puzzle. To measure AN 
for exclusive J/\ in ultra-peripheral pĹ+Au collisions provides an advantage in rate as the emission 
of the virtual photon from the gold nucleus is enhanced by Z2 compared to ultra-peripheral pĹ+p 
collisions. Detecting the scattered polarized proton in “Roman Pots” and vetoing the break-up of the 
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understand the underlying sub-
process leading the big forward 
SSA in transverse polarized p+p 
 

STSAs in nuclear medium 

            STAR forward goals for data taking on  2015  
•  Direct Photon x-section & AN  at pT>2.0GeV (FMS + Pre-shower) 
•  Pi0 AN  - Jetty vs Isolated :  
                pp vs pA(p+Au, p+Al), diffractive vs non-diffractive (Roman Pots) 
•  Study di-electron channel (J/psi) towards DY     



Summary 

�  STAR measurements play an important role in understanding 
nucleon spin structure. 

�  TSSA for π0’s and EMJets at forward rapidity for √s =500GeV 
shed light to the origin of  large transverse asymmetry 

�  IFF measurements show high asymmetry for π+ and π- pairs 
and an enhancement at ρ  mass region. 

�  First Measurement of Transversity  in p+p : consistent with xT 
scaling from 200 to 500 GeV. 

�  Data for 2015 moving toward AN measurement of direct photons 
and DY at forward rapidity.  

�  Collisions  pé+pé and pé+Au and pé+Al would provide new 
insight in understanding the underlying sub-process leading 
the big forward SSA in transverse polarized p+p. 
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STAR detector in cross view 

6/09/15 

BEMC 

EEMC FMS 
FPD TPC 

BBC ZDC ZDC 

VPD VPD 

FMS photon reconstruction :  
towers        clusters                      photon 

shower shape fitting 

BEMC+EEMC towers : to 
find central 
electromagnetic jets 
 

FMS photons : to find 
forward 
electromagnetic jets 
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Collins-like Asymmetries at √s = 500GeV 
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STAR"Collins3like"Asymmetries"at"√s = 500"GeV!
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